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Abstract. Fast plasma flows produced as outflow jets from reconnection sites or X lines are a key feature of the dynamics in the Earth’s magnetosphere. We have used a polar plane simulation of the hybrid-Vlasov model Vlasiator, driven by steady southward interplanetary magnetic field and fast solar wind, to study fast plasma sheet ion flows and related magnetic field structures in the Earth’s magnetotail. In the simulation, lobe reconnection starts to produce fast flows after the increasing pressure in the lobes has caused the plasma sheet to thin sufficiently. The characteristics of the earthward and tailward fast flows and embedded magnetic field structures produced by multi-point tail reconnection are in general agreement with spacecraft measurements reported in the literature. The structuring of the flows is caused by internal processes: interactions between major X points determine the earthward or tailward direction of the flow, while interactions between minor X points, associated with leading edges of magnetic islands carried by the flow, induce local minima and maxima in the flow speed. Earthward moving flows are stopped and diverted duskward in an oscillatory (bouncing) manner at the transition region between tail-like and dipolar magnetic fields. Increasing and decreasing dynamic pressure of the flows causes the transition region to shift earthward and tailward, respectively. The leading edge of the train of earthward flow bursts is associated with an earthward propagating dipolarization front, while the leading edge of the train of tailward flow bursts is associated with a tailward propagating plasmoid. The impact of the dipolarization front with the dipole field causes magnetic field variations in the Pi2 range. Major X points can move either earthward or tailward, although tailward motion is more common. They are generally not advected by the ambient flow. Instead, their velocity is better described by local parameters, such that an X point moves in the direction of increasing reconnection electric field strength. Our results indicate that ion kinetics might be sufficient to describe the behavior of plasma sheet bulk ion flows produced by tail reconnection in global near-Earth simulations.
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1 Introduction

Earthward transport of energy, mass, and magnetic flux on the nightside of the Earth’s magnetosphere occurs mainly through high-speed plasma flows, often in association with substorm activity (Baumjohann et al., 1989; Angelopoulos et al., 1994; Juusola et al., 2011b). Earthward flows are typically observed as localized (a few Earth radii wide channels), short-lived ( ~ 10 min) events during which brief (~ 1 min) high-speed (> 400 km s⁻¹) flow bursts alternate with near-stagnant plasma (Baumjohann et al., 1989, 1990). Such events are termed bursty bulk flows (BBFs; Angelopoulos et al., 1992). The processes leading to the structuring of the flows and their interaction with the ambient magnetosphere are not yet fully understood. The different timescales of the flow structuring may also have different origins, and, thus, different drivers. In particular, the roles of drivers external...
and internal to the magnetosphere are not well established, nor are the factors that determine the motion of the fast flow source regions, i.e., reconnection sites or X lines, clearly understood.

1.1 Occurrence of plasma sheet flows

Fast flows are most commonly observed when the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is southward and the solar wind speed high (Myllys et al., 2015). They originate as jets expelled by tail reconnection, the initiation of which is associated with the substorm onset. Reconnection starts after the current sheet has become thin enough (Snevik et al., 2012). The onset location is typically between $-20 < x < -16 R_E$ (Earth radius) (McPherron et al., 1973; Miyashita et al., 2009), but there are many examples of onsets occurring closer to the Earth, even at $x = -12 R_E$ (e.g., Sergeev et al., 2012). Here $x$ refers to the $x$ coordinate of the Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate system, with its $x$ axis from the Earth to the Sun, $y$ axis perpendicular to the plane containing the $x$ and $y$ axes, and the $z$ axis completing the right-handed set. After the onset of reconnection, the X line typically retreats tailward (Baker et al., 1996; Runov et al., 2003).

The bursty nature of plasma sheet flows gives strong evidence that the tail reconnection producing them is spatially variable and/or temporally intermittent. However, it is not clear at what timescales the burstiness of the reconnection would manifest, and whether it could explain both the 10 min timescales of the flow events as well as their internal structure.

Fast flows observed between $x = -19$ and $-9 R_E$ are mainly directed earthward (Shiokawa et al., 1997). Earthward of $x = -19 R_E$ the occurrence rate of BBFs decreases with decreasing distance from the Earth (Angelopoulos et al., 1994), as does the speed of the flows (Juusola et al., 2011a). Nonetheless, flows with speeds of $\sim 1000 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ have been observed as close to the Earth as $x = -7 R_E$ (Juusola et al., 2011a). The occurrence frequency and speed of the earthward flows is closely linked with the substorm phase (Ieda et al., 1998). The plasmoid refers to the portion of the plasma sheet located tailward of the dominant X line, which is released and carried downtail when the X line has eaten its way through the closed plasma sheet field lines (Ohtani et al., 2004). While the dipolarization is associated with the disruption of the cross-tail current, formation of the substorm current wedge (SCW) (McPherron et al., 1973; Shiokawa et al., 1998; Birn et al., 1999), dispersionless particle injections at the geostationary orbit, irregular ultra low frequency (ULF) range magnetic pulsations called Pi2 ($T = 40-150 \text{ s}$) (Saito, 1969), and auroral breakup. Auroral breakup, which typically consists of structuring and explosive brightening of the equatorward arc, followed by auroral expansion, has been mapped to the junction of the thin current sheet and the outer part of the dipole-like configuration around 8–10 $R_E$ distance from the Earth (e.g., Sergeev et al., 2012).

1.2 Transient magnetic field structures associated with plasma sheet flows

Regions of piled-up magnetic flux are observed in front of BBFs. The sharp (a few seconds) increase in the $z$ component of the magnetic field ($B_z$) at the leading edge of the piled-up flux is called the dipolarization front (Angelopoulos et al., 1992; Nakamura et al., 2011; Runov et al., 2009). The sharp increase (on the order of 10 nT) is typically preceded by a small (on the order of a few nT) transient decrease in $B_z$, reaching in some cases negative values (Ohtani et al., 1992, 2004). While the dipolarization is associated with a decrease in plasma density, the precursor decrease in $B_z$ is accompanied by a density increase (Ohtani et al., 2004), indicating compressed plasma in front of the flow burst.

Signatures corresponding to the dipolarization fronts preceding earthward flows have also been found for tailward flows, although the $B_z$ signature naturally has an opposite polarity (Ohtani et al., 2004) and is associated with the substorm plasmoid (Ieda et al., 1998). The plasmoid refers to the portion of the plasma sheet located tailward of the dominant X line, which is released and carried downtail when the X line has eaten its way through the closed plasma sheet field lines and proceeds to reconnect open lobe field lines.

Magnetic flux ropes are embedded within both earthward and tailward directed high-speed plasma flow peaks (Slavin et al., 2003, 2005; Imber et al., 2011). Flux ropes are helical magnetic field structures formed between pairs of X lines.
(N + 1 X lines produce N flux ropes). The flux rope axis is typically oriented in the dawn–dusk direction, and the strong core field along the axis is caused by the nonzero ambient $B_z$ present in the plasma sheet. According to models based on ion tearing, one of the multiple X lines outpaces the others and eventually starts to reconnect lobe field lines (Schindler, 1974; Coroniti, 1980; Büchner et al., 1991). The Alfvén speed is much higher in the lobes than in the plasma sheet, and as a result the reconnection rate at the X line increases significantly at this point. Outflows from this dominant X line sweep all other X lines and flux ropes away, those located on the earthward side being carried earthward, and those located on the tailward side being carried tailward.

Satellites observe flux ropes being carried past them by the high-speed plasma flows as bipolar magnetic field signatures. Flux ropes are formed on average at $x \approx -30\, R_E$ (Imber et al., 2011) and they have been observed from $x = -14\, R_E$ to $x = -220\, R_E$ (Slavin et al., 2003; Ieda et al., 1998). Slavin et al. (2003) estimated an occurrence frequency of $\sim$ one flux rope per 5 h of central plasma sheet observing time. Flux ropes are typically encountered in series of two or more, separated by a few tens of seconds (Imber et al., 2011).

Superposed epoch analysis of 16 earthward moving “BBF-type” flux ropes by Slavin et al. (2003) yielded an asymmetric bipolar $B_z$ variation from $\sim -2\, nT$ (leading peak) to $9\, nT$ (trailing peak) coinciding with a $|B_x|$ peak of $\sim 2\, nT$ and a $|B_y|$ peak of $\sim 8\, nT$. Slavin et al. (2003) attributed the asymmetry of the bipolar signature to pile-up of the magnetic flux in front of the fast flow. The duration of the bipolar signature was $\sim 28\, s$. Application of the constant-$\alpha$ flux rope model yielded a diameter of $1.4\, R_E$. Earthward plasma flow started to increase quickly $\sim 40\, s$ prior to the flux rope center and peaked at $\sim 600\, \text{km}\, s^{-1}$ $\sim 40\, s$ afterward. Ahead of the flux rope, where the flow speed was increasing, there was a density compression. A superposed epoch analysis of 31 tailward moving “plasmoid-type” flux ropes produced a nearly symmetric $B_z$ variation from $\sim 3\, nT$ (leading peak) to $\sim 3\, nT$ (trailing peak) coincident on a $|B_x|$ peak of $\sim 4\, nT$. The duration of the bipolar signature was $\sim 32\, s$, indicating a diameter of $4.4\, R_E$. Tailward flows began to increase quickly $\sim 40\, s$ prior to the flux rope center and peaked at $\sim 500\, \text{km}\, s^{-1}$. Ahead of the flux rope, where the flow speed was increasing, there was a modest density compression (Slavin et al., 2003). The differences between earthward and tailward moving signatures probably reflect the different downstream conditions: while the earthward flows need to proceed against the Earth’s rigid magnetic field, the tailward flows meet no obstacles once reconnection has reached lobe field lines (Ohtani et al., 2004).

In analogy to obstacles moving in the plasma sheet, flux ropes cause transient bipolar perturbations on nearby lobe magnetic field lines. Examination of these remote signatures termed traveling compression regions (TCRs) (Slavin et al., 2005) has yielded further information on the underlying plasma sheet bulges. The majority (80%) of the TCRs observed by Slavin et al. (2005) at $-19 < x < -11\, R_E$ were moving earthward and the rest tailward. The average speed and width of both types of signatures were quite similar, $\sim 800\, \text{km}\, s^{-1}$, $\sim 35\, s$, and $4.3\, R_E$, respectively. Typical separation between individual TCRs observed during multiple TCR events was $\sim 100–150\, s$, but events with smaller separations comparable to TCR width also occurred.

The signatures of earthward moving dipolarization fronts and flux ropes and tailward moving plasmoid fronts and flux ropes resemble each other. Both fronts and flux ropes occur in the plasma sheet (unlike TCRs, which occur in the lobes). They are identified as asymmetric bipolar $B_z$ signatures, located near the leading edges of flow bursts. Telling them apart may sometimes be difficult. The bipolar $B_z$ signature of the dipolarization front should be more asymmetric than that of the flux rope. The leading $B_z$ decrease may not reach negative values at all, and the trailing positive $B_z$ would be clearly longer-lasting (on the order of minutes or even step-like). Dipolarization fronts also lack the strong $B_z$ core field. Trains of several flux ropes can be observed during one BBF or its tailward equivalent (Imber et al., 2011), associated with the leading edges of the individual flow bursts that comprise the bursty bulk flow. Dipolarization fronts, on the other hand, are typically reported as isolated events, possibly associated with the leading edge of the entire BBF.

1.3 Interaction and motion of plasma sheet flow source regions

Flux ropes have been interpreted as strong evidence for multiple reconnection sites in the near tail (Slavin et al., 2003). Simultaneous occurrence of multiple reconnecting X lines in the tail leads to interaction between the X lines, such as collision of the counterstreaming reconnection jets from two X lines (Alexandrova et al., 2016). Interaction between the X lines affects the motion of both X lines and flux ropes. For numerical simulations of subsolar reconnection this has been shown by Hoilijoki et al. (2017). Both earthward and tailward moving X lines have been observed in the tail, although in most cases the X line retreats tailward (Eastwood et al., 2010). Alexandrova et al. (2015) examined the motion of X lines around $x = -20\, R_E$. Of the 24 observed X lines, 10 were isolated and the rest were observed in multiples (i.e., several X lines were observed during one observation period). Apart from two multiple reconnection X lines, all X lines were moving tailward along the tail current sheet. The X line speeds were between 10 and $230\, \text{km}\, s^{-1}$, with an average of $80\, \text{km}\, s^{-1}$. Alexandrova et al. (2015) attributed the tailward motion of the X lines to the pressure gradient (Russell and McPherron, 1973), although they could not verify whether the observed pressure gradient was the dominant force near the X line. Neither could they determine whether the observed gradient was the global background gradient or a locally enhanced one. In analogy to magnetic flux pile-up against the dipole field, flux pile-up against a flux rope...
(Nakamura et al., 2010) could locally increase the magnetic pressure gradient. However, this would be expected to result in a strong asymmetry in the earthward and tailward outflow speeds (Oka et al., 2008), which was not observed by Alexandrova et al. (2015). A similar effect would be expected were the X line moved by the dynamic pressure of a reconnection jet from another X line. In any case, it is not obvious how a pressure gradient would affect the motion of an X line, which is not a physical object with a mass.

Murphy (2010) derived an expression for the rate of X line retreat (\(dx_n/dt\)) in the one-dimensional case (\(\partial/\partial y = 0\), symmetry about \(z = 0\)) based on Faraday’s law. The expression describes \(dx_n/dt\) in terms of local parameters evaluated at the X point:

\[
\frac{dx_n}{dt} = \left. \frac{\partial E_x}{\partial x} \right|_{x_n} - \left. \frac{\partial B_z}{\partial x} \right|_{x_n} .
\]

Here, \(E_x\) is the out-of-plane electric field and \(B_z\) the component of the magnetic field normal to the direction of motion. In the assumed geometry, the X line then moves in the direction of increasing reconnection electric field strength. In the resistive magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) limit (i.e., specifying the out-of-plane electric field using the resistive MHD Ohm’s law), the X line retreats due to either advection by the bulk plasma flow (\(V_x\)) or by diffusion of the normal component of the magnetic field:

\[
\frac{dx_n}{dt} = V_x(x_n) - \eta \left( \frac{\partial^2 B_z}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 B_z}{\partial z^2} \right) \bigg|_{x_n} ,
\]

where \(\eta\) is the resistivity (Murphy, 2010). In the ideal MHD limit, the magnetic field is frozen into the plasma, and the X line is purely advected by the bulk plasma flow. Murphy et al. (2015) extended the expression of X line motion to the three-dimensional case:

\[
\frac{dx_n}{dt} = -M^{-1}(\nabla \times E)\bigg|_{x_n} ,
\]

where the elements of the Jacobian matrix \(M\) are given by

\[
M_{ij} = \partial_j B_i .
\]

1.4 Scope of the present study

In this study we analyze a two-dimensional (2-D) polar plane simulation produced using the global magnetospheric hybrid-Vlasov model Vlasiator\(^1\). The simulation is driven by steady solar wind, with conditions favorable for the production of fast plasma sheet flows: high solar wind speed and southward IMF. Using the same simulation, Hoiiljoki et al. (2017) showed that steady solar wind conditions lead to variable dayside reconnection rates and varying X point (2-D version of an X line) locations at the magnetopause. The variations were caused by the combined effects of magnetosheath fluctuations and interactions between neighboring X points and passing magnetic islands (2-D versions of flux ropes where the intense core field is replaced by elevated plasma pressure). We will use the terms X point and O point to refer to X lines and centers of flux ropes in a 2-D case.

About half an hour after the start of the simulation, tail reconnection begins. The sequence of events leading to the reconnection onset was analyzed by Palmroth et al. (2017). They also showed that ion number density variations in the lobe plasma affect the speed of the resulting plasma sheet flows such that higher lobe density, being associated with lower Alfvén speed, produces slower outflows than lower lobe density. The density variations in the lobes are produced for example when 2-D magnetic islands, formed by subsolar reconnection, merge with the ambient magnetic field, releasing the high-density plasma carried in their core on the semi-open flux tubes.

Our aim is to further examine to what extent internal magnetospheric processes during steady southward IMF and fast solar wind driving can explain the complicated spatial and temporal structure of fast plasma sheet flows and embedded magnetic structures in the context of substorm-like magnetotail dynamics. The absence of external solar wind triggers in the simulation, such as pressure pulses and rotating IMF, allows isolation of the internal effects. While Palmroth et al. (2017) already showed how variations produced by subsolar reconnection modulate the flows, we concentrate on the effects of tail reconnection. The Vlasiator simulation results, including virtual spacecraft observations, are compared with the wealth of real spacecraft observations documented in the literature. This allows us to determine to what extent a self-consistent hybrid-Vlasov simulation with full ion kinetic physics can reproduce the measured features.

The structure of the paper is as follows: the Vlasiator model is described in Sect. 2 and the results presented in Sect. 3. Section 4 contains a discussion, including limitations of the simulation. Section 5 summarizes the conclusions.

2 Methods

We have used the hybrid-Vlasov model Vlasiator (Palmroth et al., 2013, 2015; von Alfthan et al., 2014). In Vlasiator, ions are modeled as six-dimensional (6-D) velocity distribution functions and electrons are neglected apart from their charge-neutralizing behavior. The ion distribution function is propagated in time according to Vlasov’s equation. The set of equations is completed by Ampère’s law, Faraday’s law, and a generalized Ohm’s law such that the electric field is given by

\[
E = -V \times B + \frac{1}{\rho_i} j \times B .
\]
Here, \( V \) is the ion bulk velocity, \( B \) is the magnetic field, \( \rho_0 \) is the ion charge density, \( j = \nabla \times B / \mu_0 \) is the current density, and \( \mu_0 = 4\pi \times 10^{-7} \text{H m}^{-1} \) is the vacuum permeability. The second term on the right-hand side of the equation is the Hall term. Compared to resistive MHD, where the electric field is given by
\[
E = -V \times B + \eta j, \tag{6}
\]
where \( \eta \) is resistivity; including the Hall term produces higher reconnection rates (Birn et al., 2001). In Vlasiator, there is no artificially added or enhanced resistivity and reconnection is triggered by numerical diffusion. Any further terms of the generalized Ohm’s law, except those included in Eq. (5), are considered negligible at the current spatial resolution of Vlasiator (300 km).

Thus, Vlasiator includes ion kinetics but not electron kinetics. It allows self-consistent global modeling of the near-Earth plasma environment, including multi-temperature non-Maxwellian ion populations that cannot be realistically described using MHD. Unlike particle-in-cell (PIC) approaches, modeling ions as velocity distribution functions produces solutions that are numerically noiseless.

So far, Vlasiator has been applied to study proton distributions in the Earth’s foreshock and magnetosheath (Pokhotelov et al., 2013; Kempf et al., 2015), the ULF foreshock under radial IMF (Palmroth et al., 2015), mirror modes in the Earth’s magnetosheath (Hoilijoki et al., 2016), and magnetopause reconnection (Hoilijoki et al., 2017). Pfau-Kempf et al. (2016) discovered transient, local ion foreshocks caused by dayside magnetopause reconnection, while Palmroth et al. (2017) examined the onset of tail reconnection. Hoilijoki et al. (2017) showed that there is good correlation between local reconnection rates in the simulation and an analytical model of local 2-D asymmetric reconnection.

All these studies were carried out using simulations that are two-dimensional (2-D) either in the polar \( x-z \) plane or in the equatorial \( x-y \) plane, with three-dimensional (3-D) velocity space and electric and magnetic fields. Spatially 3-D simulations will be run after adaptive mesh refinement has been implemented in Vlasiator.

We use the same polar plane simulation as Hoilijoki et al. (2017) and Palmroth et al. (2017). The simulation box extends from \( x = 300000 \text{ km} \) or \( \sim 47 R_E \) (1 \( R_E = 6371 \text{ km} \)) on the dayside to \( x = -600000 \text{ km} \) or \( \sim -94 R_E \) on the nightside, with \( z \) extending to \( \pm 360000 \text{ km} \) or \( \sim \pm 57 R_E \). The spatial resolution is 300 km or 0.047 \( R_E \). The inner boundary is at a distance of 30000 km or \( \sim 5 R_E \) from the origin. The velocity space in each spatial grid cell covers \( \pm 4020 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) in each direction with a resolution of 30 km s\(^{-1}\). The simulation is otherwise similar to that analyzed by Pfau-Kempf et al. (2016), except that their simulation box was smaller, covering \( \pm 47 R_E \) in both the \( x \) and \( z \) directions. The geomagnetic field is modeled as a 2-D line dipole centered at the origin, aligned with the \( z \) axis, and scaled to match the geomagnetic dipole strength (Daldorff et al., 2014). Thus, the coordinate system is comparable to the GSM system.

The solar wind flows into the simulation box from its sunward wall, copy conditions are applied to the other outer walls, and periodic boundary conditions to the out-of-plane (\( \pm y \)) directions. The inner boundary enforces a static Maxwellian velocity distribution and perfect conductor field boundary conditions. The inflowing solar wind driving the simulation is steady throughout the run, with a Maxwellian distribution function, proton density of 1 cm\(^{-3}\), temperature of 0.5 MK, velocity of \( -750 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) along the \( x \) axis, and magnetic field of \( -5 \text{ nT} \) along the \( z \) axis (purely southward IMF). The simulation output (moments and fields) is saved every simulated 0.5 s.

3 Results

In this section, we first give an overview of the onset of lobe reconnection in the simulation and then examine the global development of the simulated magnetotail plasma sheet ion bulk flows (Sect. 3.2) and the related changes in the tail magnetic field configuration (Sect. 3.3). The behavior of the magnetotail plasma sheet X and O points, i.e., reconnection sites and the centers of magnetic islands, including the motion of major X points, is the topic of Sect. 3.4. In the final Sect. 3.5, we place virtual satellites in the tail and compare their observations with the measurement results cited in the Introduction.

3.1 Onset of lobe reconnection and fast flows

As can be seen in Animation S1 in the Supplement, lobe reconnection in the simulation starts at \( x \sim -14 R_E \) approximately 27:00 min (1620.0 s) after the beginning of the simulation. Figure 1 shows a snapshot from the animation at this moment. The plot shows proton \( \beta_\perp \) (ratio of thermal pressure perpendicular to the magnetic field and magnetic pressure) and magnetic field lines in the \( x-z \) plane. Closed field lines are drawn in green, open field lines in black, and IMF field lines in gray. Field lines that are closed but not attached to the geomagnetic field are drawn in magenta.

Figure 2 shows the sum of magnetic pressure and thermal ion pressure perpendicular to the magnetic field at \( x = -13 R_E \) and \( y = 0 \) (slightly earthward of the onset location) as a function of \( z \) and time (MM:SS). The onset times of lobe reconnection at 27:00 and fast flows at 28:00 (Sect. 3.2) are indicated by the black vertical lines. The yellow curves show the boundaries of the plasma sheet, identified as the region near the equatorial plane where plasma \( \beta_\perp \geq 1 \). Magnetic crosses and green circles show the locations of X and O points, respectively, identified as local saddle points and extrema of the magnetic flux function (Yeates and Hornig, 2011; Hoilijoki et al., 2017). In addition to the plasma sheet X and O points around \( z = 0 \), some X and O points are also
Figure 1. Snapshot from Animation S1 in the Supplement at 1620.0 s (27:00). S1 illustrates the development of proton $\beta_\perp$ (ratio of thermal pressure perpendicular to the magnetic field and magnetic pressure) and magnetic field lines in the $x$–$z$ plane at 5\,s resolution (reduced from 0.5\,s due to file size limitations) between 1400.0 s (23:20) and 2150.0 s (35:50). Closed field lines are drawn in green, open field lines in black, and IMF field lines in gray. Field lines that are closed but not attached to the geomagnetic field are drawn in magenta.

visible in the magnetosheath. These correspond to tailward propagating 2-D magnetic islands, produced by subsolar reconnection (Pfau-Kempf et al., 2016; Hoiijoki et al., 2017), that are in the process of merging with the ambient magnetic field. Flux transfer event flux ropes formed on the dayside magnetopause have been observed to travel along the magnetopause in the anti-sunward direction and survive far ($x = -67\,R_E$) to the distant tail magnetopause (Eastwood et al., 2012). Animation S1 in the Supplement shows that in the simulation, the largest magnetic islands formed on the dayside magnetopause can get past the cusp and continue traveling tailward. The majority of the magnetic islands are dissipated in the cusp or very soon after it, through reconnection with the ambient magnetic field. This is in agreement with the simulation results of Omidi and Sibeck (2007) and Chen et al. (2017). The increased dynamic pressure of the magnetic islands compared to the surrounding magnetosheath plasma drives fast magnetosonic wave fronts ahead of the islands (Pfau-Kempf et al., 2016). These wave fronts are visible in Fig. 2 (the signature of the wave front always appears first near the plasma sheet due to the curvature of the wave front).

Figure 2 illustrates how pressure in the lobes increases before reconnection starts in the tail current sheet. This increase is not smooth but occurs in steps, as the tailward propagating magnetic islands or their residuals compress the tail. Reconnection starts once the increase in lobe pressure has caused the plasma sheet to thin sufficiently (Snekvik et al., 2012).

In the case of Vlasiator, this means the width of the spatial grid cell, as is typical for reconnection in numerical simulations in general. The location $x = -13\,R_E$ shown in Fig. 2 is slightly earthward of the actual onset location, and the earthward propagating X point is visible in the plot just before 28:00.

Palmroth et al. (2017) showed that while the preceding earthward propagating X–O pairs, visible in Fig. 2 between 25:00 and 27:00, were destroyed by merging with the dipole field, the X point visible just before 28:00 survived. The reason given was that because reconnection at the X point had reached lobe field lines, the outflows were strong enough to divert the direction of motion of the trailing O point, thus preventing it from merging with the dipole field and destroying the X point in the process (this can also be seen in Fig. 3 in the next section). Reconnection at the X point is at first relatively weak, and the lobe pressure keeps increasing after 27:00. As shown in the next section, the X point starts to produce fast plasma flows at 28:00. At this point, lobe pressure close to the plasma sheet starts to relieve.

3.2 Earthward and tailward bulk ion flows

Figure 3 shows the earthward component of the bulk ion velocity ($V_x$, color) in the magnetotail plasma sheet ($y = z = 0$) as a function of $x$ and time. The $\pm 400\,\text{km}\,\text{s}^{-1}$ contours are indicated with the orange and blue curves. Magenta and green dots show the locations of the X and O points, respectively. Near-Earth reconnection starts to produce fast earthward and tailward flows near $x = -13\,R_E$ about 28 min after the be-
beginning of the simulation, roughly 1 min after the start of lobe reconnection. The simulation ends at 36:00, 8 min after the start of the fast flows. Thus, instead of the 10 min timescale variations related to BBFs we will concentrate on shorter variations related to plasma sheet flows, i.e., the internal structure of a BBF.

BBFs are typically identified from the bulk ion velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field, but we show the total bulk ion velocity. In Vlasiator the plasma sheet is thin (Fig. 2), and a small offset of the plasma sheet away from the $z = 0$ plane can result in a lobe-like magnetic field configuration at $z = 0$, with a relatively strong $B_y$ and weak $B_z$. This will then result in a strong field-aligned and almost zero perpendicular plasma flow. Thus, showing the total bulk ion velocity gives a better description of the behavior of the flows. In Figs. 11 and 12 the perpendicular and parallel components are shown as well, for reference.

Figure 3 shows that between the start of the fast flows and the end of the simulation, all flows between $x = -11$ and $-8 R_E$ are directed earthward. Earthward flows can also be found at all distances between $x = -11$ and $-20 R_E$, but their occurrence frequency decreases with increasing distance from the Earth such that at $x = -20 R_E$ practically all flows are tailward. The simulation results in Fig. 3 can at certain times be interpreted in terms of a single dominant X point with earthward fast flows on the earthward side and tailward fast flows on the tailward side (e.g., 32:00–34:00), and at certain times in terms of two dominant X points with a stagnation region where the tailward flows from the earthward X point collide with the earthward flows from the tailward X point (e.g., 31:00–32:00). The results also show that more than two dominant X points can exist (e.g., ~ 29:50), but such configurations are not as long-lived as those with only one or two dominant X points. The connection between X point properties and which points become dominant is not considered in the present study.

The speed of both earthward and tailward flows increases away from the X point because of magnetic tension. When the earthward flows reach the dipole field, they are abruptly decelerated. The deceleration is further illustrated by Fig. 4, which shows the derivative of $V_x$ with respect to $x$. The gray curves are contours of zero total pressure in the $x$ direction ($P_{tot,x} = P_{dyn,x} + \Delta P_{mag,x} + \Delta P_{the,x} = 0$). The flows are stopped when the combined magnetic and thermal pressure of the inner magnetosphere exceeds the dynamic pressure of the flows. The deceleration is not smooth, but occurs in an oscillatory manner, launching disturbances into the inner magnetosphere. Flow bursts with especially high speed and, consequently, high dynamic pressure, penetrate closer to the Earth than the surrounding flows. Such high-speed spikes can be seen for example around 30:00. In addition to being decelerated, the flows are also diverted toward dusk (preferred direction for ions in the near-Earth region) along the dipole field boundary. This is illustrated by Fig. 5, which shows the dusk component of the ion bulk velocity. In order to help comparison of the two plots, the orange and blue curves from Fig. 3 (±400 km s$^{-1}$ contours of $V_x$ as a proxy for the occurrence of fast flows) are shown as well. Duskward diversion of the earthward velocity also occurs in regions where faster flows overtake slower flows in front of them (e.g., between $x = -14$ and $-12 R_E$ at ~ 34:00). All these features are in accordance with the measurements cited in the Introduction.

### 3.3 Magnetic field configuration

Figure 6 shows the $z$ component of the magnetic field. The ±400 km s$^{-1}$ contours of $V_x$ as orange and blue curves from Fig. 3 have again been overlaid to guide the eye. In addi-
of the actual fast flows at of the dipole field in response to the flows. Before the onset flux carried by the tailward flows, it illustrates the behavior earthward flows, and the newly detached (negative) magnetic positive stripes of newly closed magnetic flux carried by the tion to the bipolar signature of the magnetic islands, the thin positive stripes of newly closed magnetic flux carried by the earthward flows, and the newly detached (negative) magnetic flux carried by the tailward flows, it illustrates the behavior of the dipole field in response to the flows. Before the onset of the actual fast flows at $\sim 28:00$, slower earthward flows in front of earthward moving X points (Palmroth et al., 2017) carry dipole flux toward the inner magnetosphere, resulting in a sharper boundary around $x \approx -12 R_E$ with a stretched tail-like magnetic field configuration on the tailward side and a compressed dipole on the earthward side. This development is significantly enhanced at the onset of the fast flows, such that the stopping region of the fast flows moves earthward from $x \approx -12 R_E$ to $x \approx -9 R_E$ in $\sim 3$ min. The stopping region then remains semi-stationary at $x \approx -9 R_E$ until 34:00, after which it moves slightly tailward again. At the onset of the fast flows, a plasmoid is also detached, visible as the dark blue tailward moving signature between 27:00 and 30:00. Tailward moving bipolar signatures related to large magnetic islands can be seen approximately at 30:00–31:00, 31:00–32:30, 34:00–34:40, and 34:30–35:30.

We do not observe clear signatures of outward propagation of the dipole boundary due to flux pile-up (Baumjohann et al., 1999; Miyashita et al., 2009). According to Miyashita et al. (2009), $\sim 8$ min after the onset of tail reconnection (which occurs $\sim 2$ min before auroral substorm onset), dipolarization should have spread from $-10 < x < -7 R_E$ to $x = -17 R_E$, corresponding to a tailward expansion speed of $\sim 100 \text{ km s}^{-1}$. What we do observe, however, is that before the start of reconnection around 27:00, $B_z$ is very weak tailward of the onset location at $x \approx -14 R_E$. After the onset, $B_z$ is more strongly positive in regions located tailward of the dipole boundary (which has moved earthward) and earthward of major X points. As an X point retreats tailward, this region of more dipolar field expands tailward. The difference in amplitude is not large compared to the pre-onset time, but comparable to the 2 nT scale shown by Miyashita et al. (2009).

As shown in more detail in Sect. 3.5.1 below, the leading edge of the earthward moving $B_z$ enhancement that starts approximately around $x = -12 R_E$ at 28:00 resembles dipolarization fronts observed by satellites. Runov et al. (2009) showed a case where the five THEMIS probes observed such a dipolarization front propagating earthward from $x = -20$ to $-11 R_E$ at a constant speed of $300 \text{ km s}^{-1}$. Our signature originates closer to the Earth, but according to Fig. 6 the dipolarization front appears to have a fairly constant speed on the order of $200 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ ($2 R_E$ in 1 min). Runov et al. (2009) showed a transient dipolarization signature tailward of $-11 R_E$, but at the most earthward probe around $x = -11 R_E$, the front was followed by a permanent increase in the $B_z$ level, which might be associated with large-scale dipolarization.

Figure 7 is the same as Fig. 6 except that only variations in the Pi2 window ($T = 40–150 \text{ s}$; Saito, 1969) are shown. In order to obtain the plot, a Fourier transform of the time series of $B_z$ at each $x$ location was carried out using a box filter in the Pi2 window, and then an inverse transform was performed. The resulting plot illustrates that in the simulation, the dipolarization front launches a strong disturbance in the Pi2 window, as would be expected around substorm onset.

3.4 Reconnection sites and magnetic islands

Multiple X line reconnection produces $N$ magnetic islands between $N + 1$ reconnection sites (see, e.g., the illustration in

---

**Figure 5.** Duskward component ($V_y$, color) in the magnetotail plasma sheet ($y = z = 0$) as a function of $x$ and time in minutes after the beginning of the simulation (MM:SS). The $\pm 400 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ contours are indicated with the orange and blue curves. Magenta and green dots show the locations of the X and O points, respectively.

**Figure 6.** The color shows the $z$ component of the magnetic field as a function of $x$ and time in minutes after the beginning of the simulation (MM:SS). The color scale has been saturated to better show plasma sheet structures that are weaker than the dipole field. Magenta and green dots show the locations of the X and O points, respectively. The $\pm 400 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ contours are indicated with the orange and blue curves.
Imber et al., 2011). New X and O points, i.e., reconnection sites and the centers of magnetic islands, emerge in pairs in Figs. 3–7. As can be seen in Fig. 6, an O point coincides with the center of a bipolar \( B_z \) signature, which has a negative \( B_z \) peak on the earthward side and a positive peak on the tailward side. On closed magnetic field lines, the ambient \( B_z \) is positive, and, thus, on the earthward side of the magnetic island there is a location where \( B_z = 0 \). This coincides with an X point. On newly detached magnetic field lines, on the other hand, the ambient \( B_z \) is negative, and consequently, the corresponding X line is located on the tailward side of the magnetic island (e.g., \( x \approx -16 R_E \)) around 35:30.

There are four types of tail X–O pairs in the simulation: (1) earthward moving pairs that stay in close proximity to each other all their life, (2) tailward moving pairs that stay in close proximity to each other all their life, (3) pairs that emerge as earthward moving, get separated, and eventually, but still separately, end up moving tailward, and (4) newly formed pairs where a tailward moving O point separated from its original X point overtakes another separated X point tailward of it and they pair up. Thus, while X points can exist without an associated O point, O points always have an associated X point. When reconnection at a new X point reaches the lobe field lines, the magnetic island grows rapidly and the O point starts to separate from its earthward X point. We will call the single X points major X points and the X points associated with an O point minor X points. It should be noted that such a categorization only gives at most one major X point for each moment of time. Thus, some samples labeled “minor X points” may actually be major X points, i.e., X points where reconnection has reached lobe field lines. However, this simple categorization is enough for our purposes, as all samples labeled “major X points” should be correctly labeled, as should be the majority of the samples labeled “minor X points”.

In Fig. 6, new X–O pairs frequently emerge in the wake of retreating major X points (e.g., \( x \approx -13 R_E \)) around 31:30, \( x \approx -13 R_E \) around 33:00, but rarely in front of them (e.g., \( x \approx -12 R_E \)) around 31:30, \( x \approx -15 R_E \) around 33:00). Most likely this is related to the more favorable magnetic field configuration for reconnection behind a moving major X point than in front of one.

The X–O pairs are destroyed by merging with the dipole (e.g., \( x \approx -11 R_E \)) at around 30:00, a semi-stagnant magnetic island (e.g., \( x \approx -15 R_E \)) at around 31:30) or just the weak ambient field (e.g., \( x \approx -11 R_E \)) at around 33:00). The closest to the Earth that any X–O pairs reach in this simulation is \( x \approx -9 R_E \) just after 32:00 and before 34:00. The largest magnetic islands develop between two major X points (Fig. 6), where they gain magnetic flux and are compressed by the oppositely directed outflows from the X points.

Figure 8 displays the velocity of O points, minor X points, and major X points as a function of \( x \). X/O point velocity at a given time \( t \) is calculated as \( (x_{X/O}(t) + 0.5 s) - x_{X/O}(t - 0.5 s)/1 s \). The X and O points existing before the onset of lobe reconnection have not been included in the analysis. There is a clear dependence of the velocity on \( x \) such that closer to the Earth the minor X points and O points tend to move earthward with higher speeds, and farther away from the Earth they tend to move tailward with higher tailward speeds. The behavior resembles closely that of the ion flows. Major X points, however, do not seem to follow this trend. As can be seen in Fig. 8, major X points typically end up retreating tailward at a fairly constant speed. The speeds of earthward moving major X points are highly scattered. The median values of positive and negative velocities are indicated in Fig. 8 by the dashed horizontal lines. The values \( -350 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) (standard deviation \( \pm 315 \text{ km s}^{-1} \)) and \( 330 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) (standard deviation \( \pm 190 \text{ km s}^{-1} \)) are somewhat faster than the 80 km s\(^{-1}\) average speed observed by Alexandrova et al. (2015).

Figure 9 shows the earthward velocity of O points, minor X points, and major X points as a function of ion velocity \( V_i \) estimated at the locations of the X and O points. The line of equality is shown in solid black and linear fits to the O point values, minor X point values, and major X point values in dashed gray, blue, and red, respectively. In order to provide a measure for how well the ion bulk flow (\( V_i \)) can describe the X/O point velocity (\( U_x \)), the coefficients \( R^2 = 1 - \sum_i (U_i - V_i)^2 / \sum_i (U_i - \overline{U}_x)^2 \) are indicated in the legend. The figure shows that while the speeds of the O points and minor X points are indeed more or less correlated with the ion flow speed, the speed of major X points is not.

In order to find out what determines the X point motion, Fig. 10 shows the \( x \) component of the expression of Eq. (3) (Murphy et al., 2015), estimated at the locations of the X points, as a function of X point velocity. We have ad-
justed Eq. (3) to the two-dimensional case, since in the polar plane simulation run \( \partial_z = 0 \). The O points are shown as well, for reference. There seems to be a correspondence between \( \frac{dx_n}{dr} \) estimated in terms of local parameters at the X point and the actual X point velocity. Comparison with Fig. 9 reveals that \( \frac{dx_n}{dr} \) describes X point motion, especially that of major X points, better than bulk ion \( V_x \). For O points, on the other hand, correlations with \( V_x \) and \( \frac{dx_n}{dr} \) are very similar.

We tested the one-dimensional Eq. (1) as well, and it gave almost identical results, indicating there is no significant up–down asymmetry. The discrepancies in Fig. 10 are most likely caused by numerical errors, especially when estimating the derivatives (e.g., \( \partial_i B_z(x_i) = (B_z(x_{i+1}) - B_z(x_{i-1}))/((x_{i+1} - x_{i-1})) \)). Furthermore, the method used to identify the X and O points does not necessarily place them at the simulation grid points and the parameters used to evaluate Eq. (3) are then obtained with respect to the nearest grid point.

3.5 Comparison of virtual and real satellite observations

3.5.1 Earthward flows

Figure 11 shows a time series observed by a virtual satellite located at \( x = -11.5 \, R_E \) and \( y = z = 0 \) in the simulation. The parameters shown in the five panels are the magnetic field, bulk ion velocity, bulk ion velocity perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field, and ion number density. The passing X and O points are indicated with the magenta and green vertical lines, respectively.

At the beginning the satellite is located near the boundary between the tail-like and dipolar field lines. Between 27:30 and 28:30 (light red shading) the satellite observes a slight decrease in \( B_z \) followed by a sharp increase of \( \sim 20 \, nT \). This is accompanied by a slight enhancement of \( N \), followed by a drop from \( \sim 1 \) to \( 0.1 \, cm^{-3} \), and a gradual increase in earthward velocity from zero to a few hundreds of \( km\,s^{-1} \). This signature is very similar to a dipolarization front observed by THEMIS at \( x = -11 \, R_E \) (Runov et al., 2009), except for the duration, which is seconds in the case of THEMIS and tens of seconds in Vlasiator.

The passage of the dipolarization front is followed by fast earthward flows with embedded X and O points. The flows are quite structured: at timescales of minutes they form peaks exceeding the limit of \( 400 \, km\,s^{-1} \) (e.g., lavender shading at 28:45–31:40). These in turn consist of peaks up to \( 2000 \, km\,s^{-1} \) with timescales of seconds. These short velocity
peaks have a sharp increase at the leading edge, followed by a more gradual decrease. Minor X points typically coincide with the local velocity minima, indicating that the variations in the velocity are due to interaction between the outflows from the minor X points. O points often coincide with the leading edges of the local velocity maxima following the minor X points. Location of O points (cf. flux ropes) near the leading edges of the flow bursts is in agreement with satellite observations (Slavin et al., 2003).

Comparison of the total, perpendicular, and parallel \( V_x \) shows that mostly there is not much difference between \( V_x \) and \( V_{\perp,x} \), except at the X points, where the magnetic field strength is small, resulting in fluctuous direction of the \( B \) vector. The cyan shading in the plot at 32:00–33:40 approximately indicates an interval when the ion density of the lobe plasma is enhanced (Palmroth et al., 2017). During this time, \( B_x \) strengthens, indicating that the plasma sheet has moved below the \( z = 0 \) plane. Consequently, \( V_{\perp,x} \) is almost zero and the velocity is parallel to the magnetic field. Due to the lower Alfvén speed of the incoming plasma, the outflows (\( V_x \)) are also generally slower during this period than at other times. The change can be seen in Animation S1 in the Supplement as well. The local minima and maxima in \( V_x \) caused by minor X points are clearly weaker during this time than the period shaded in lavender. They appear more as ripples than flow peaks.

After the ion density enhancement of the lobe plasma has passed, the flow speed picks up again. The interaction region between the slower and faster flows is approximately indicated by the yellow shading at 33:40–34:30. It is characterized by an enhancement in \( V_y \). Positive \( V_y \) is typically observed by satellites for ion flows in the midnight sector (Juusola et al., 2011a).

The O points lie in the middle of magnetic field structures typical for magnetic islands (2-D flux ropes): a bipolar structure in \( B_x \) and a peak in \( B_y \). The \( B_y \) variations are asymmetric from \(-3.3 \) nT (leading peak, medium value) to \(5.2 \) nT (trailing peak). The \(|B_x|\) peak has a median amplitude of \(8.2 \) nT, indicating that the centers of the magnetic islands are generally not located exactly at \( z = 0 \). We have used twice the distance between an O–X pair as a proxy for the diameter of the earthward moving magnetic island. This yielded a median diameter of \(0.74 \) \(R_E\), which could be considered a lower limit due to the asymmetries of the bipolar signatures and the offsets of the magnetic islands away from the \( z = 0 \) line. The median speed of the earthward moving O points is \(770 \) km s\(^{-1}\) and the signature duration \(2.8 \) s. The values are more or less in agreement with observations (Slavin et al., 2003, 2005) cited in the Introduction, except for the shorter signature duration of the simulated structures. The time between successive magnetic islands varies, but can be as short as \(15 \) s.
Figure 12. The same as Fig. 11 except for a satellite located at $x = -20 R_E$. The pink shading (29:30–29:46) indicates the plasmoid and the lavender shading (29:46–32:25) fast tailward flows following the plasmoid. The cyan shading (32:55–33:45) and yellow shading (33:45–34:30) have the same meaning as in Fig. 11. Note that the time axis is different from the previous plots.

The magnetic islands are associated with an ion density peak, which is not in agreement with observations that typically show a decrease in plasma density. In the absence of the 3-D flux rope structure observed as an additional $B_y$ peak and associated high magnetic pressure, the 2-D simulation balances the inward-pointing magnetic field curvature force with an enhanced plasma pressure.

### 3.5.2 Tailward flows

Figure 12 is the same as Fig. 11 except that the virtual satellite in this plot is located at $x = -20 R_E$. The plasmoid is indicated by the light red shading at 29:30–29:46. Both the plasmoid signature and the dipolarization signature in Fig. 11 consist of a single peak in $B_z$, negative in the case of the plasmoid (although there is a small positive precursor due to flux pile-up) and positive in the case of dipolarization. This is not the only difference compared to the bipolar signatures of the magnetic islands: the unipolar signatures are also longer-lasting, more intense, and associated with a clear drop in the ambient ion density (the precursor $B_z$ signatures are associated with a density increase, indicating compressed plasma in front of the flow). They are associated with the onset of reconnection, while magnetic islands are observed later. If there was a major X point tailward of the onset site, the unipolar plasmoid signature would naturally become that of a large magnetic island. The median speed of the tailward moving plasmoid is $440 \text{ km s}^{-1}$, roughly in agreement with the $350 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ observed by Ieda et al. (1998).

Figure 12 shows that $V_x$ has a significant component parallel to the magnetic field at most times, due to the nonzero $B_x$. This indicates that the plasma sheet is not located at the $z = 0$ plane, but alternately above ($B_z > 0$) or below ($B_z < 0$) it.

Similarly to Fig. 11, the fast flows following the plasmoid (lavender shading at 29:46–32:25) are quite structured. Most of the X–O pairs have already decayed, so this must be due to residual effects. Only the largest magnetic islands survive this far. Flows between 31:00 and 34:00 are mainly produced by tailward retreating major X points (Fig. 3). As new X–O pairs do not generally emerge tailward of such X points, the resulting flows are clearly less structured than those occurring before 31:00 or after 34:00.

In general, tailward moving magnetic islands tend to be larger and more symmetrical than the earthward moving ones, in agreement with Slavin et al. (2003). The $B_z$ variation is from 9.3 nT (leading peak, median value) to $-10.9 \text{ nT}$ (trailing peak). The median value of the $|B_z|$ peak is $8.6 \text{ nT}$, the speed $710 \text{ km s}^{-1}$, the diameter $1.7 R_E$, and signature duration $9.1 \text{ s}$.

### 4 Discussion

We have examined the substructure of BBF-type flow events produced by multiple X point near-Earth tail reconnection in Vlasiator. The flow event in the fast solar wind and southward IMF Vlasiator run agrees in many aspects with the observations recorded in the literature: tail reconnection starts to produce fast flows after the increasing pressure in the lobes...
has caused the plasma sheet to thin sufficiently. The fast ion bulk flows occur as 1 min timescale intensifications. A dipolarization front is observed at the leading edge of the earthward bursty flow event, a plasmoid at the leading edge of the tailward flow event, and magnetic islands at the leading edges of the individual flow bursts. While outflows from one of a few simultaneously existing major X points determine the earthward or tailward direction of the flows, and interaction between these X points can lead to changes in the flow direction at a given location, interaction between minor X points carried by the ambient flow produces the 1 min timescale substructure in the fast flows. The minor X points are associated with the magnetic islands such that an X point is always located at the leading edge of an island. The minor X point coincides with a local velocity minimum, which places the associated magnetic island at the leading edge of the following flow burst.

During the 8 min the simulation continues after the flows have started, fast flows are constantly produced in the tail, although the location in x from which the flows originate varies with time. Thus, intermittent or spatially variable (in y) reconnection does not play a role in our event. Variations in the incoming lobe plasma cause a longer timescale (several minutes) variation in the speed of the produced flows, indicating that while the 1 min timescale variations may be purely of internal origin, in longer timescale variations, including the 10 min timescale of BBFs, external drivers may play a role. However, internal effects (e.g., large-scale dipolarization) cannot be ruled out based on our analysis, as it is based on a relatively short simulation without the third spatial dimension.

Our results are in good agreement with earlier simulation work. To give some examples: Birn et al. (1996) used MHD simulations of the magnetotail to demonstrate a connection between plasmoid formation and the dipolarization of the inner magnetosphere. Wiltberger et al. (2015) showed that in a global MHD simulation, high-speed flows driven by spatially enhanced diffusion, reconnection regions in global-scale numerical simulations tend to collapse to the width of one grid cell, and Vlasiator is no exception. Reconnection rate in such a narrow reconnection region is higher than those observed by spacecraft as well. Furthermore, without artificially enhanced diffusion, reconnection regions in global-scale numerical simulations tend to collapse to the width of one grid cell, and Vlasiator is no exception. Reconnection rate in such a narrow reconnection region is higher than those observed by spacecraft, and it might thus produce faster outflows.

2-D, reconnection is always antiparallel reconnection, which may have a reconnection rate a factor of 10 higher than component reconnection (Fuselier et al., 2010). As there is no possibility for magnetic flux to divert past an obstacle, all incoming flux must reconnect, both at the magnetopause and in the tail. This, together with the relatively high solar wind speed and low density, might explain the plasma sheet ion flow speeds that, although realistic, tend to be somewhat on the high end of the observed range (i.e., ~2000 km s⁻¹). The speeds of the O and X points are slightly higher than those observed by spacecraft as well. Furthermore, without artificially enhanced diffusion, reconnection regions in global-scale numerical simulations tend to collapse to the width of one grid cell, and Vlasiator is no exception. Reconnection rate in such a narrow reconnection region is higher than those observed by spacecraft, and it might thus produce faster outflows.

A 2-D polar plane simulation cannot properly produce the Dungey (1961) cycle either, as the return of the closed magnetic flux from the nightside to the dayside is not possible. Furthermore, as already discussed in Sect. 3.5.1, flux ropes in 2-D are substituted with magnetic islands with high-density cores.

Many phenomena related to substorm physics cannot be modeled in 2-D (Palmroth et al., 2017). These include instabilities associated with the current disruption model of the substorm onset (Lui, 1996) as well as the substorm current wedge itself (McPherron et al., 1973). We do not observe clear signatures of tailward expansion of the dipolarization region. It is possible that this is a 2-D effect as well. It might be that the dipolarization region cannot grow directly under
the dynamic pressure of the fast flow, but would take place in regions adjacent to the flow channel. Although the simulation allows velocities and fields in 3-D, the 2-D space limits the behavior of the plasma sheet flows. Their interaction (e.g., faster flows overtaking slower flows) is not entirely realistic, as the flows cannot meander past obstacles.

Lobe reconnection in the simulation starts very close to the transition region between tail-like and dipolar magnetic fields, at \( x \approx -14 R_E \). Satellite observations indicate typical locations around \(-20 < x < -16 R_E\) (Miyashita et al., 2009). Although there are many examples of onsets occurring closer to the Earth, even at \( x = -12 R_E\) (e.g., Sergeev et al., 2012), it is not clear whether the simulation represents such an event (e.g., due to its fast solar wind flow conditions) or whether the onset location is a limitation of the simulation, possibly because of the 2-D space. According to Imber et al. (2011), initiation of reconnection closer to the Earth \((x > -20 R_E\) as opposed to \(x < -25 R_E\)) is associated with elevated solar wind speed and enhanced southward IMF. The location of the reconnection onset will naturally affect the characteristics of the resulting plasma sheet flows, particularly those propagating toward the dipole boundary.

Of the boundary conditions of the simulation, the most significant effect may be caused by the lack of a realistic ionosphere. As the open and closed magnetic field lines have their footprints in the ionosphere, the conditions in the ionosphere would be expected to affect the behavior of these field lines in the magnetosphere as well. This included the magnetic flux carried by the fast ion bulk flows and the development of the large-scale dipolarization.

Plasma sheet flows have been studied using local simulations (e.g., Birn et al., 1999), but a global simulation allows more realistic boundary conditions for the tail reconnection. Vlasiator is a young model and under rigorous development. In the coming years, the model will have a 3-D space and a realistic ionosphere. In the meantime, we can use the limited simulation to study isolated aspects of the near-Earth plasma physics, and thus gain understanding of their role in the global picture. Our results indicate that the simulation can reproduce the structured fast ion flows in the tail plasma sheet reasonably well.

5 Conclusions

We have used a polar plane simulation from the hybrid-Vlasov model, Vlasiator, driven by steady southward IMF and fast solar wind, to study fast plasma sheet ion flows and related magnetic field structures in the Earth’s magnetotail. About 28 min after the start of the simulation, increasing pressure in the lobes causes the plasma sheet to thin sufficiently and tail reconnection, characterized by multiple X points, starts to produce fast earthward and tailward ion flows. The simulation ends 8 min after the onset of fast flows. Thus, we concentrated on examining the internal structure of BBF-type fast flow events. Because the solar wind remains steady throughout the simulation, we are able to rule out any external triggers and concentrate on internal processes. Our main results are as follows.

1. Ion kinetics might be sufficient to describe the behavior of plasma sheet bulk ion flows produced by tail reconnection in global near-Earth simulations. The characteristics of the fast plasma sheet flows and the embedded magnetic structures produced by Vlasiator are in general agreement with spacecraft measurements reported in the literature.

2. The structuring of the flows is caused by internal processes: while interactions between major X points determine the earthward or tailward direction of the flow, interactions between minor X points, associated with leading edges of magnetic islands carried by the flow, induce local minima and maxima in the flow speed.

3. Earthward moving flows are stopped and diverted duskward in an oscillatory (bouncing) manner at the transition region between tail-like and dipolar magnetic fields, in agreement with measurements reported in the literature. Increasing and decreasing dynamic pressure of the flows causes the transition region to shift earthward and tailward, respectively.

4. The leading edge of the train of earthward flow bursts is associated with an earthward propagating dipolarization front, while the leading edge of the train of tailward flow bursts is associated with a tailward propagating plasmoid. Impact of the dipolarization front with the dipole field causes magnetic field variations in the Pi2 range.

5. Major X points can move either earthward or tailward, although tailward motion is more common. They are generally not advected by the ambient flow. Instead, their velocity is better described by local parameters, such that an X point moves in the direction of increasing reconnection electric field strength, as has been described by Murphy et al. (2015).

Code availability. Vlasiator is an open-source code released under the GPLv2 license. The code is available at http://github.com/fmihpc/vlasiator (last access: 4 September 2018).
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